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                Vacation Like a Star™ at Planet Hollywood Resorts

                Bring big-screen excitement to your getaway. You and your entourage can enjoy celebrity status in this all-inclusive tropical paradise. Kick back in a poolside cabana with a handcrafted cocktail or bask in Hollywood glitz with authentic memorabilia and movie-themed restaurants — with applause-worthy service at every turn. From the pristine shores of Cancun to the tranquil beaches of Costa Rica, this is where all ages can Vacation Like a Star™.
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Costa Mujeres, Q.R, Mexico

                        This is the role you’ve been waiting for. Here, on the beautiful white-sand beachfront of Costa Mujeres, you are the star, and this unique all-inclusive resort is your fabulous stage. Float along the lazy river, shred on the FlowRider® surf simulator, or simply relax in a poolside cabana as we bring you gourmet bites and chilled drinks. Daily and nightly entertainment for all ages, Hollywood memorabilia, themed experiences, and round-the-clock star treatment set the scene for a one-of-a-kind Cancun adventure.
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Costa Mujeres, Q.R., Mexico

                        Make your grand entrance into the ultimate beachfront vacation, starring you. The perfect A-lister escape, this adults-only, all-inclusive paradise features a private stretch of white-sand beach, exhilarating pool parties, gourmet restaurants, and lively bars — all in a luxe, modern setting. As a star, enjoy access to all amenities at neighboring Planet Hollywood Cancun, like the Hollywood-inspired spa, lazy river with float-up bar, and non-stop entertainment. Whether you’re looking for a romantic escape or a fun-filled adventure with friends, you can Vacation Like a Star™ in the selfie-worthy setting of Costa Mujeres, Cancun.
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Papagayo, Costa Rica

                        You have arrived. Invite your loved ones to a star-studded, all-ages getaway. Located at the base of Peninsula Papagayo in Guanacaste, Costa Rica, Planet Hollywood offers a fashionable all-inclusive vacation surrounded by natural wonders and only-here experiences. Explore 292 suites, stunning wedding venues, eight restaurants, PUMPED Fitness Center, PH Spa & Beauty Bar, and two serene swimming pools. From Hollywood memorabilia to water sports and nightly entertainment, revel in your moment in the spotlight.
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                    A New Movie-Like Attraction

                                                    Hollywood Fast Drivers ($)

                                We've replicated all the energy and excitement that racing car movies have by offering the possibility of racing hot rods in the safest and most family friendly environment with our newest attraction, Hollywood Fast Drivers. 

Get your adrenaline pumping as you go from 0-62mph in less than 3 seconds in either the exclusive 1970 Mustang Convertible Delux or its epic rival, the 1967 Camaro SS. 

Only at Planet Hollywood Cancun.
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                                                    Vacation Like a Star™ at Planet Hollywood

                                From beachfront cabanas and swim-up bars to trampoline parks and lazy rivers, you and your crew will find exciting inclusions that make guests of all ages feel like superstars. 

	Hollywood memorabilia, entertainment-themed facilities and amenities
	Lazy river, infinity pools, splash pads and swim-up bars
	Supervised Stars Kids Club (ages 4-12) 
	Disco, movie theater, and daily and nightly entertainment
	PUMPED: a modern fitness center with instructor-led classes
	Flow Rider® ($)
	PH Spa ($)
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            Plugged In™ 

            
                
                    Plugged In™ 

                    Stay connected on the go with an extensive program of technology services. Connect with high-speed Wi-Fi throughout the resort, make cashless charges and gain room access with our stylish RFID chip wristbands, and stay on top of everything happening at the resort, listen to playlists, or order room service on your PHTV™.
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            PHabulous Bed™

            
                
                    PHabulous Bed™

                    Sleep like a famous person on our personalized PHabulous Bed mattress with bedding made exclusively for Planet Hollywood guests. Nights of rest and comfort will prepare you for days in the spotlight.
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            Main Event Guarantee™

            
                
                    Main Event Guarantee™

                    Cheer on your favorite teams at our Overtime Sports Bar, where we always broadcast the biggest games and events so you never miss out on the action. Grab a cold one and a pub-style bite and watch how the energy of the moment unfolds.
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            STAR Class™  

            
                
                    STAR Class™  

                    Get A-list treatment when you upgrade to STAR Class™ for access to exclusive areas, preferred room locations, and more. Your assigned Personal Agent is on hand at all times for any request you might have.
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                                                    SUSTAINABILITY 

                                At Planet Hollywood, we strive to be responsible stewards of our planet. From on-site composting and recycling programs to utilizing solar energy where possible, we are always mindful of our carbon footprint.
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        Awards and Recognitions

        Our star-worthy experiences are turning heads. Take a look at our list of awards and recognitions.
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